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The Christians Concordance: Containing the Most Materiall Words in the New

Testament, Etc. [By Clement Cotton. With an Address to the Reader Signed: D. V.]

1622

as the inaugural volume of the brill exegetical commentary series this commentary provides a fresh reading of the pastoral

epistles while interacting with recent developments in biblical studies and the auxiliary disciplines a fresh translation of the greek

text is followed by text critical grammatical historical and theological analyses of the text instead of a commentary on the

commentaries this work grounds the reading of the pastoral epistles within their proper linguistic and socio cultural contexts thus

allowing their distinct theological voices to emerge

1–2 Timothy, Titus

2023-11-07

this work serves as an investigation of the isis cult by tracing its development from egypt into greco roman society the origin of

the isis cult is described by using the accounts of plutarch apuleius and diodorus before examining the effects of isis on egyptian

culture the isis cult soon overflows into the greco roman world while this mysterious religion initially encounters opposition

especially since it clashes with roman patriarchal society it overcomes these limitations

An Examination of the Isis Cult with Preliminary Exploration Into New Testament

Studies

2008

the oxford bible commentary is a bible study and reference work for 21st century students and readers that can be read with any

modern translation of the bible it offers verse by verse explanation of every book of the bible by the world s leading biblical

scholars from its inception obc has been designed as a completely non denominational commentary carefully written and edited to

provide the best scholarship in a readable style for readers from all different faith backgrounds it uses the traditional historical

critical method to search for the original meaning of the texts but also brings in new perspectives and insights literary sociological

and cultural to bring out the expanding meanings of these ancient writings and stimulate new discussion and further enquiry

newly issued in a series of part volumes the obc is now available in an affordable and portable format for the commentaries to the

pauline epistles includes a general introduction to using the commentary in addition to an introduction to study of the new

testament and to the pauline corpus in particular

The Pauline Epistles

2010-04-22

in recent years the issue of domestic abuse and violence has gained a lot of attention as the extent of it has become known

domestic abuse and violence is now of high concern to most churches because it is evident that domestic abuse figures are

much the same in our churches and possibly higher in evangelical churches where the headship of men and the submission of

women is made the god given ideal in this book kevin giles surveys competently the scientific information on this matter now

available and notes that the consensus is that the most sure indicator of higher incidences of abuse are found in communities

where men are privileged and expected to be in charge and women are subordinated this he argues should make

complementarians consider afresh if in fact the subordination of women is the god given ideal established in creation before the

fall



The Headship of Men and the Abuse of Women

2020-06-17

contents are the theological conceptions of the authors of the new testament considered from systematic viewpoints in the

following sequence paul the synoptics jesus the saying source the johannine literature including the apocalypse of john the

deutero pauline writings the catholic epistles

Theology of the New Testament

2012-10-25

biblical scholars boring and craddock examine the theological themes and messages of scripture that speak to the life of

discipleship their work clarifies matters of history culture geography literature and translation enabling people to listen more

carefully to the text

The People's New Testament Commentary

2004-01-01

a brief synopsis of church discipline and its practical application in today s contemporary world with biblical illustrations outlining

the disciplinary approach to secret sin open sin and false prophets in the church

Church Discipline - a Neglected Necessity

2012-09-19

the word biblical commentary delivers the best in biblical scholarship from the leading scholars of our day who share a

commitment to scripture as divine revelation this series emphasizes a thorough analysis of textual linguistic structural and

theological evidence the result is judicious and balanced insight into the meanings of the text in the framework of biblical theology

these widely acclaimed commentaries serve as exceptional resources for the professional theologian and instructor the seminary

or university student the working minister and everyone concerned with building theological understanding from a solid base of

biblical scholarship overview of commentary organization introduction covers issues pertaining to the whole book including context

date authorship composition interpretive issues purpose and theology each section of the commentary includes pericope

bibliography a helpful resource containing the most important works that pertain to each particular pericope translation the author

s own translation of the biblical text reflecting the end result of exegesis and attending to hebrew and greek idiomatic usage of

words phrases and tenses yet in reasonably good english notes the author s notes to the translation that address any textual

variants grammatical forms syntactical constructions basic meanings of words and problems of translation form structure setting a

discussion of redaction genre sources and tradition as they concern the origin of the pericope its canonical form and its relation to

the biblical and extra biblical contexts in order to illuminate the structure and character of the pericope rhetorical or compositional

features important to understanding the passage are also introduced here comment verse by verse interpretation of the text and

dialogue with other interpreters engaging with current opinion and scholarly research explanation brings together all the results of

the discussion in previous sections to expose the meaning and intention of the text at several levels 1 within the context of the

book itself 2 its meaning in the ot or nt 3 its place in the entire canon 4 theological relevance to broader ot or nt issues general

bibliography occurring at the end of each volume this extensive bibliographycontains all sources used anywhere in the

commentary

Pastoral Epistles, Volume 46

2017-10-10



in the language and literature of the new testament a team of international scholars assemble to honour the academic career of

new testament scholar stanley e porter

The Language and Literature of the New Testament

2016-11-28

analysis of the literary scheme of the letters to timothy suggests that graphe as it is employed in each letter may legitimately be

understood to include some of the apostolic writings that now appear in the new testament in affirming the pauline authorship of

the pastoral epistles swinson argues that a form of the gospel of luke stands as the source of the second referent of graphe in 1

tim 5 18 second swinson contends that pasa graphe in 2 tim 3 16 includes the apostolic writings extant in paul s day specifically

luke s gospel and some of paul s own writings these parallel lines of analysis demonstrate that paul ascribes to his own writings

and to those of his coworkers an authoritative standing equal to that of the sacred writings ta hiera grammata found in the old

testament while many questions surrounding biblical authority and the biblical canon remain paul s use of graphe in 1 and 2

timothy nevertheless advances a high view of both old testament and new testament scripture

What Is Scripture?

2014-10-15

reading any ancient text in its original language can be a difficult chore and even more so when it comes to the new testament

the numerous translations adapted from many sources diverge wildly in language and vocabulary so this classic reference work

can be a valuable friend to the bible scholar or student of ancient languages culled from the latest and the best authorities this

1893 dictionary style work is a handy guide to all the potentially questionable words you ll encounter while reading the new

testament in the original greek from proper names to simple nouns to phrases for which there is no direct equivalence in english

what word did the greeks use to describe someone of whose descent there is no account this is an essential volume for anyone

who wants to read and genuinely understand the new testament on its own terms late 19th century editor and translator william

james hickie is best remembered for his translation of aristophanes clouds

Introduction to the Pauline Epistles

1874

all in is the 2014 fca camp theme a sold out athlete never wavers in competition a sold out athlete doesn t look back a sold out

athlete is consumed by a single goal when an athlete is all in in body mind and spirit there are no limits on what he or she can

accomplish the fca athlete s study bible is created for competitors on the professional college high school junior high and youth

levels featuring 232 pages of exclusive fca content this study bible is full of amazing tools to help equip encourage and empower

athletes in any sport to study god s word includes fca camp meeting material training time devotionals warm up studies athlete

studies the starting line devotional and the more than winning gospel presentation and whatever you do in word or in deed do

everything in the name of the lord jesus giving thanks to god the father through him colossians 3 17

Greek-English Lexicon to the New Testament

2007-09-01

this book brings together the perspectives of apocalypticism and early jewish mysticism to illuminate aspects of new testament

theology the first part begins with a consideration of the mystical character of apocalypticism and then uses the book of revelation

and the development of views about the heavenly mediator figure of enoch to explore the importance of apocalypticism in the

gospels and acts the pauline letters and finally the key theological themes in the later books of the new testament the second and

third parts explore the character of early jewish mysticism by taking important themes in the early jewish mystical texts such as

the temple and the divine body to demonstrate the relevance of this material to new testament interpretation



FCA Athlete's Bible

2014-05-16

reprint of the original first published in 1871 the publishing house anatiposi publishes historical books as reprints due to their age

these books may have missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to preserve these books and make them available to the public

so that they do not get lost

Bible Class Notes on the Holy Gospel According to St. Matthew

1877

1 and 2 timothy titus a theological commentary for preachers engages hermeneutics for preaching employing theological exegesis

that enables the preacher to utilize all the units of these epistles to craft effective sermons this commentary unpacks the crucial

link between scripture and application the theology of each preaching text pericope the three letters collectively the pastoral

epistles are divided into eighteen pericopes and what the author is doing with what he is saying in each is explored the overall

theological trajectory of the pastoral epistles concerns the promotion of god s economy by the community of god s people the

specific theological thrust of individual preaching units is captured in this commentary making possible a sequential homiletical

movement through each pericope of the three epistles while the primary goal of the commentary is to take the preacher from text

to theology it also provides two sermon outlines for each of the eighteen preaching units of the pastoral epistles the unique

approach of this work results in a theology for preaching commentary that promises to be useful for anyone teaching through 1

and 2 timothy and titus with an emphasis on application

The interlinear literal translation of the Greek New Testament

1897

decode the prophetic language of god in the divinity code to understanding your dreams and visions adam thompson and adrian

beale taught you the supernatural keys to interpreting gods voice through your dreams in this follow up work thompson and beale

offer revelatory insights about the prophetic language that god speaks through everyday signs symbols and pictures god s

prophetic symbolism in everyday life will open your eyes to how god is constantly speaking to you through whats around you

learn how to tune your prophetic senses to hear the ever speaking voice of the holy spirit open your spiritual eyes to discern what

god is saying to you through everyday occurrences discern the supernatural meaning of unusual coincidences operate in the

prophetic and seer anointings open your eyes and ears to the prophetic language of the holy spirit

The Mystery of God

2009

the divinity code to understanding your dreams and visions stop wondering what your dreams and visions mean and start living

the meanings the divinity code to understanding your dreams and visions is a bible based guide to dream interpretation that

reveals the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven with this set of master keys you can unlock the unseen realm led by the holy

spirit you can manifest god s kingdom on earth through jesus christ by knowing what your dreams and visions mean the divinity

code to understanding your dreams and visions contains the most extensive christian dream dictionary on the market with

scripture support an important dictionary of names and places a critical chapter on counterfeit interpretations by the occult 101

interpreted dreams providing credible evidence a fascinating metaphor dictionary embrace your supernatural communications with

god and go deeper into the things of the spirit today



The Apostle Paul and His Times

1854

slaves were ubiquitous in the first and second century ce roman empire and early christian texts reflect this fact this book argues

that enslaved persons engaged in leadership roles in civic and religious activities such roles created tension within religious

groups including second century communities connected with paul s legacy

A Critical Greek and English Concordance of the New Testament

2023-02-23

in pauline language and the pastoral epistles jermo van nes argues that the language of the so called pastoral epistles is not

significantly different from the other pauline writings and therefore should no longer be used as a criterion in discussions of their

authorship

1 and 2 Timothy, Titus

2021-04-12

the inaugural volume of the ecc series provides a fresh readable translation of 1 and 2 timothy together with notes and

commentary on this highly relevant section of scripture the notes section of the commentary offers detailed philological analysis of

the majority of the words used in these two pastoral epistles the comment section guides readers through the complex theological

historical and practical issues facing the heirs of paul in the christian church the issues treated in 1 and 2 timothy have a

remarkably modern ring to them addressing such contemporary topics as the qualifications for church leadership the roles of

women the use of wealth heterodoxy worship and ethics these pauline letters remain highly relevant to church life today this new

volume not only offers the best of current biblical scholarship on paul s letters to timothy but also demonstrates the high standard

of excellence marking the ecc series

God's Prophetic Symbolism in Everyday Life

2017-11-21

for years vine s expository dictionary has been the standard word study tool for pastors and laypeople selling millions of copies

but sixty plus years of scholarship have shed extensive new light on the use of biblical greek and hebrew creating the need for a

new more accurate more thorough dictionary of bible words william mounce whose greek grammar has been used by more than

100 000 college and seminary students is the editor of this new dictionary which will become the layperson s gold standard for

biblical word studies mounce s is ideal for the reader with limited or no knowledge of greek or hebrew who wants greater insight

into the meanings of biblical words to enhance bible study it is also the perfect reference for busy pastors needing to quickly get

at the heart of a word s meaning without wading through more technical studies what makes mounce s superior to vine s the

most accurate in depth definitions based on the best of modern evangelical scholarship both greek and hebrew words are found

under each english entry vine s separates them employs both strong s and g k numbering systems vine s only uses strong s

mounce s accuracy is endorsed by leading scholars

The Divinity Code to Understanding Your Dreams and Visions

2011-12-20

tim burton is one of the great modern day visionaries of cinema a director who has fabricated his own deliciously nightmarish

universe in movies as extraordinary as beetlejuice edward scissorhands mars attacks and the nightmare before christmas not to

mention his twisted takes on the tales of batman sleepy hollow and planet of the apes following the release of his re imagining of



roald dahl s charlie and the chocolate factory with long time comrade johnny depp who also provides a new foreword here this

updated and fully illustrated new edition of the definitive burton interview book casts light on burton s burbank childhood his early

work at disney the recurrent themes and stunning designs of his movies and the creative obsessions that fuel them

Handbook to the Grammar of the Greek Testament

1870

An Useful Concordance to the Holy Bible ... Begun by the Industrious Labours of Mr.

Vavasor Powel ... The Second Edition

1685

A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament

1894

The Testament of Our Lord

2008-12-17

Enslaved Leadership in Early Christianity

2018

A Critical Greek and English Concordance of the New Testament

1882

A critical Greek and English concordance of the New Testament. Revised and

completed by E. Abbot

1882

A Critical Greek and English Concordance of the New Testament. Prepared by Charles

F. Hudson, under the direction of Horace L. Hastings ... Revised and completed by Ezra

Abbot ... Second edition, revised

1871

Pauline Language and the Pastoral Epistles

2017-12-11



The First and Second Letters to Timothy

2000

An American Commentary on the New Testament

1890

Mounce's Complete Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words

2009-12-15

Women Priests

1977

The Bibliotheca Sacra and Biblical Repository

1858

Smith's revised Cruden. A complete concordance to the holy Scriptures

1880

Burton on Burton

2008-11-20

The Tyro's Greek and English Lexicon

1825

A Commentary, Critical and Explanatory, on the Old and New Testaments: New

Testament

1876
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